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Success in IBM Certified Solution Advisor C5050-287 exam with the all-inclusive IBM C5050-287 exam dumps preparation
material is offered with money back guarantee so either you embrace the success or get your money back because your success is the
central focus. C5050-287 exam practice test software is designed in a way that it gives you a chance of getting a clear picture of
whole syllabus, exam pattern, practice of exam in simulated real exam scenarios and more than all evaluation of your learning
independently with self-assessment feature.
? VALID C5050-287 Exam Questions 2018 ?
C5050-287 exam questions, C5050-287 PDF dumps; C5050-287 exam dumps::
https://www.dumpsschool.com/C5050-287-exam-dumps.html (60 Q&A) (New Questions Are 100% Available! Also Free Practice
Test Software!)
Latest and Most Accurate IBM C5050-287 Dumps Exam Questions and Answers:
Question: 21
Which life cycle method of a portlet do the doView, doEdit and doHelp methods represent?
A. init
B. render
C. destroy
D. processAction
Answer: D
Explanation:
processAction, to handle action requests
doView, to handle render requests when in VIEW mode
doEdit, to handle render requests when in EDIT mode
doHelp, to handle render request when in HELP mode
init and destroy, to manage resources that are held for the life of the servlet
Question: 22
This code snippet is part of a portlet descriptor:
Portletl <!? [...] ?> Porrtlet2 <i? [...] ?>
PortletFiltec
mycompany,MyPortletFilter
ACTION_PHASE
PortletFilter
Portletl Poctlet2
Assuming that the mycompany.MyPortletFilter class implements the right interfaces, which statement is true?
A. The portlet filter will be applied to both portlets and can be used during the action phase.
B. The portlet filter will be applied to first portlet to render, and can be used during the action phase.
C. The portlet filter will be applied to both portlets, but the section should go in the web.xml instead.
D. The portlet filter will be applied to the first portlet to render, but the section should go in the web.xml instead.
Answer: A
Question: 23
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A developer wants to add two portlet preferences to his portlet application.
Which file is the correct location to insert the preferences?
A. web.xml
B. portlet.xml
C. application.xml
D. preferences.xml
Answer: B
Question: 24
Which URI schema should be used to render the footer_mobile.jsp while accessing IBM WebSphere Portal using a smartphone or
tablet?
A. href="smartphone/tablet/footerjnobile.jsp"
B. href="/customTheme/themes/html/dynamicSpots/footer_mobile.jsp"
C. href="smartphone/tablet@res:/customTheme/themes/html/dynamicSpots /foote r_mobile.j sp"
D. href="mvc:smartphone/tablet@res:/customTheme/themes/html/dynamicSpots /foote r_mobile.j sp"
Answer: B
Question: 25
What is the mechanism that enables a portlet installed on a remote IBM WebSphere Portal server to be added to and displayed on a
page in a local WebSphere Portal server?
A. Impersonation
B. Remote Web Services
C. Remote Deployment for Portlets
D. Web Services for Remote Portlets
Answer: D
Explanation:
A Remote Rendering portlet is used to display Web content on a different portal server than the instance of IBM® WebSphere®
Portal where IBM Workplace Web Content Management is installed
Question: 26
Which statement is true regarding the processAction lifecycle method?
A. It generates the HTML page for the portal.
B. It generates the HTML fragment for the portlet
C. It can publish an event by calling the setEvent method.
D. It can handle an event that is published by another portlet.
Answer: B
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Explanation:
Portlets should not use tags that impact content generated by other portlets or that may even break the entire portal page.
Inclusion of such a tag invalidates the whole markup fragment.
Portlets generating HTML fragments must not use the following tags: base, body, iframe, frame, frameset, head, html, or title.
Portlets generating XHTML and XHTML-Basic fragments must not use the following tags: base, body, iframe, head, html, or title.
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